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Current issues

FUD

We pride ourselves on the origins of our magazine
which come from the very start of the Linux
revolution. We have been involved with Linux

market for six years now through our sister European-based titles Linux Magazine (aimed at
professionals) and Linux User (for hobbyists), and through seminars, conferences and events.

By purchasing this magazine you are joining an information network that enjoys the benefit of
all the knowledge and technical expertise of all the major Linux professionals and enthusiasts. No
other UK Linux magazine can offer that pedigree or such close links with the Linux Community.
We're not simply reporting on the Linux and open source movement - we're part of it. 

With the demise of Napster’s appeal against the
record industry, free software has taken a step
backward this month. Not to be outdone,
Microsoft is up to its old tricks with yet another
example of FUD spreading (fear, uncertainty and
doubt). Microsoft VP Jim Allchin stated that
”Linux is developed in a so-called open-source
environment in which the software code
generally isn’t owned by any one company”.
‘So-called’ – what is he talking about? Is that a
bad thing Mr Allchin?

Maybe Jim Allchin has just not understood
what open source means. By keeping Linux
open source we can ensure that anyone can
change it for the better. Bad code will be written
out and so we can only improve. Bugs can be
fixed by anyone who finds them. As goals
change, so can the projects. Not belonging to a
proprietary culture means we are not governed
by a single executive board’s decisions. If such
monoliths decide to support only Chinese
keyboards because that is the biggest market,
we cannot change their choice.

But with open source we have the right to
follow whatever path takes our fancy. ‘Want to
support braille keyboards? Then you have the
right and the code to be able to do this. Now
admittedly, a company can buy a Microsoft
development kit and be licensed to use some
of its code hooks. But past experience suggests
that if they are too successful then Microsoft is
likely to bring out a similar (though not
necessarily comparable) product after it has
finished developing and marketing. If not, then
Microsoft seems to simply take the company
over.

This is not quite the same as open source,
where no one can stop you developing and

bringing a product to market. Others are free to
pursue similar products, with the buying public
deciding which is the better just as much as you
can choose to better another’s project. ”Open
source is an intellectual-property destroyer,”
Allchin said. ”I can’t imagine something that
could be worse than this for the software
business and the intellectual-property business.”

Some businesses do quite well out of open
source but more importantly, users do
exceedingly well. ”I’m an American, I believe in
the American Way,” Allchin said. ”I worry if the
government encourages open source, and I
don’t think we’ve done enough education of
policymakers to understand the threat.” I am
not sure I even want to comment on this
statement, as I believe that Mr Allchin might find
my comments offensive. His final comment
though, shows that he has a glorious sense of
humour: ”We can build a better product than
Linux,” he said. ”There is always something
enamoring about thinking you can get
something for free.”

I am always hopeful that Microsoft will
produce a better product. I would definitely buy
it. I want the best. It would then be something
for Linux to aim to better. And yes I do also love
the idea of getting something for free. A smile
makes me happy. So I will remain with a penguin
by my side.

Code well!

John Southern
Editor
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